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Proposed Process Outline
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Meeting Potential Topics
Engagement #2
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
October 27th

7-9pm

 Confirmation of process and scope
 Summary of survey responses 
 Site overview
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #3
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
December 8 tentative

 Presentation of scenario(s) 
 Presentation of multimodal transportation impact analysis 

report
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #4
(Online Engagement)
December

 Online public survey of modeling scenarios to inform 
subsequent virtual meetings

Engagement # 5
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
January

 Summary of survey responses
 Presentation of staff analysis
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #6
(Virtual LRPC meeting)
February/March

 Presentation of recommendations and draft Study 
Document

Planning Commission
County Board
March/April

 Request to Advertise potential GLUP amendment (s) and 
Study Document



Agenda

• Requested Amendments and Site 
Overview

• Special GLUP Study Background
• Applicant Presentation
• Plan Guidance/Existing Conditions
• Proposed Scope and Analysis
• Survey Results
• Discussion
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Requested GLUP 
Amendments 

and 
Site Overview
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Requested Amendments

• Applicants are requesting a GLUP Amendment from “Service Commercial” and “Low-
Medium” Residential to  “Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel 

– Associated rezoning from C-2 and RA6-15 to C-O-1.5 

• A Special GLUP Study is needed because this requested change is for an area 
without an adopted plan providing guidance for an alternative land use designation



Site Photos
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Contextual Photos to the North and East
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Contextual Photos to the South and West
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Topography
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Site Context

10Looking northeast



Site Context
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Looking northwest



Site Context
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Heights Map
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Heights Map

14Looking northeast



Special GLUP Study 
Background
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Special GLUP Study Background

• “Policy for Consideration of General Land Use Plan Amendments 
Unanticipated by Previous Planning Efforts” adopted in 2008

• Calls for a community review process in those instances where there 
is no adopted plan or where the GLUP amendment request is 
inconsistent with the guidance of the relevant adopted plan

• The study evaluates the appropriateness of the requested GLUP 
change and what GLUP category or categories may be appropriate

• Objective is to analyze the site in the context of the surrounding area 
and obtain feedback from the LRPC on the appropriateness of the 
requested change – not to evaluate a specific project



Plan Guidance
Existing Conditions
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Land Use & Zoning



Plan Guidance – General Land Use Plan
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Land Use Unit Density 
Service Commercial Personal and business services.  

Generally 1-4 stories.

Low-Medium Residential 16-36 units/acre 
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Existing Conditions – Zoning District

Existing Zoning 
C-2 and RA6-15 

Zoning
District

Density 
(maximum)

Building Height 
(maximum)

Office Res. Hotel
RA6-15

C-2 1.5 FAR 
(commercial, 
office, retail)

48
u/ac

70’

45’

RA8-18
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Transportation



Transportation Infrastructure
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Transportation Infrastructure

• The site is serviced by Metrobus 4A and 16Y and, two 
blocks away, by Metrobus 4B and Art bus 45. 

• The Courthouse and Clarendon Metro Stations are within 
less than a mile from the site.

• Pershing Drive is a Type A–Primarily Retail Oriented Mixed-
Use road with a target speed of 20-25 miles per hour, bike 
lane/shared lane accommodation and a 10-16 ft. sidewalk.

• Arlington Boulevard (Route 50) is an arterial road with a 
target speed of 35-45 miles per hour. Accommodates a 
dedicated shared-use bike path and a 6 ft. sidewalk or 10 ft. 
shared-use path.

• The Arlington Boulevard bike trail is an important east-west 
bicycle connection.

24
The image part with relationship ID rId4 was not found in the file.
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Historic Resources
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Historic Resources Inventory

HRI Goals and Policy Objectives #6 –
Promote the preservation of the Notable 
buildings in the HRI. 

•The County will strive to protect and 
promote the reuse of those properties 
listed as Notable.
•The County will encourage owners of 
Notable properties to take advantage of 
available financial incentives (e.g., Federal 
and state rehabilitation tax credits, 
preservation easements, County real 
estate tax exemption for rehabilitation).
•The County will encourage owners of 
Notable properties to take advantage of 
available zoning tools (e.g., site plans and 
use permits, TDR, local historic district 
designation).

Historic Resources Inventory – Notable Listing
The image part with relationship ID rId3 was not found in the file.

Images courtesy of EBay
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Historic Resources Inventory (HRI)

1. Essential County’s top priorities for preservation that include the most significant, best preserved, and key 
resources that best define Arlington history

2. Important Central to County’s history, but less distinctive than and/or have less physical integrity than 
Essential 

3. Notable Have historic elements related to County’s history, but lack sufficient historic context, 
integrity, and/or significance compared to Essential and Important 

4. Minor Altered substantially over time and/or not distinctive examples of their building type 

5. Altered/Not Historic 

6. Demolished 

Day’s Inn Motel
• Constructed in 1955 to 1958
• Listed as Notable in the HRI
• One of few remaining Mid-

Century Modern buildings
• Important features includes the 

triangular blade sign, 2-3 story 
atrium lobby, horizontal 
flagstone veneer and brick 
materials, two-story massing, 
horizontality, flat roof, and 
automobile-centric design.

Existing Conditions – Historic Resources

Image courtesy of EBay



Historic Context

• Joint Base Fort Myer-Henderson Hall – National Historic 
Landmark Historic District (top 2% of all National Register 
properties) 

• Lyon Park National Register Historic District 

• Sheffield Court (1942) (now Lee Gardens South) – Essential 
on HRI and contributing to Lyon Park National Register 
Historic District

• Washington and Lee Apartments (1948) – Top 1/3 Important 
on HRI and contributing to the Lyon Park National Register 
Historic District
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Housing



Existing Conditions – Housing
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Affordable Housing
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• Per the Affordable Housing Master Plan and the Zoning 
Ordinance, site plan applications that include a change to 
the GLUP designation are subject to:

• the base site plan affordability requirement of the 
Zoning Ordinance; and

• an additional affordable housing 
commitment.



Public Spaces Master Plan
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2.1.1. Complete an “inner loop” of protected routes that connects the Custis, Four Mile 
Run, Arlington Boulevard and Mount Vernon Trails. 
"...Upgrading and completing the existing trail along the entire length of Arlington Boulevard 

would extend trail access to one of the densest parts of Arlington and create shorter loops, 
inviting new users who may prefer shorter distances while increasing connectivity." (p. 84)

Other PSMP recommendations:
• 1.1.8. Conduct a study of residual rights-of-way to determine if such spaces could 

be used for public space purposes on a temporary or permanent basis. (p. 58)
• 1.2.3. Consider siting new amenities in locations that are or can be made accessible by as 
many modes of transportation as possible. (p. 60) 
• Priority Action 3, 1.3. Ensure access to spaces that are intentionally designed to support 
casual, impromptu use and connection with nature. (p. 61) 
• 1.9.5. Promote the planting, preservation, maintenance and increase of canopy 
trees and native plants on public and private land. (p. 79)
• 2.3 Ensure trails function for a range of users. (p. 88)
• Priority Action 11, 3.2 Protect, restore and expand natural resources and trees. (page 98)
• 6.2. Strengthen sustainability policies. (p. 130)
• 6.2.6. Make use of available planting spaces for trees and other vegetation on 
public lands such as traffic islands and curb bump-outs while ensuring clear and 
adequate sight lines for drivers, cyclists, or pedestrians. (p. 131)
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Neighborhood 
Conservation Plan



Plan Guidance – Lyon Park NC Plan

• Lyon Park Neighborhood Conservation Plan – 1973 plan updated in 2018 
(accepted by the County Board in 2019) (Not an element, sub-element or 
supporting document of the Comprehensive Plan)

• Land use goals outlined in a 2016 survey quoted in the plan include:
– “Slow the growth of commercial use.”
– “Accommodate commercial use at the Washington Blvd-N Pershing Dr and 

Pershing-Arlington Blvd nodes.”
– “New businesses should include a Farmer’s Market, outdoor cafes, bookstores, 

and grocers.”
– “Change public land use at the Days Inn at the Washington Blvd-N Pershing Dr 

node.”
– “Add public spaces and parks, playground, and/or swimming pool.” 

• Zoning goals include:
– “Do not rezone N. Pershing Dr for townhomes.”
– “Require developers to save mature trees.”
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Plan Guidance – Lyon Park NC Plan

Subject Area Guidance:
• “The neighborhood strongly favors county support for redevelopment of the 

Days Inn site into a community resource, such as a pool. The majority would 
support county programs (tax incentives, parking requirements) to encourage 
these and other desired businesses to locate in Lyon Park.”

• “Residents also seek to improve N Pershing Dr and the Washington Blvd/ N 
Pershing Dr intersection to make area more attractive for business through 
land and hardscaping, adequate parking, and encouragement of 
neighborhood friendly businesses who want to partner with residents.”

• “There were many responses on developer concessions in exchange for 
increased density. The most popular were requirements for certain type of 
retail (such as grocery) and public access to facilities, such as a playground 
or swimming pool. Other neighbors want to see affordable housing and a 
limit on rent for ground floor retail units… Green space was cited as an 
important factor.” 35



Proposed Scope 
and Analysis

36



Proposed Scope 
The scope of work for this study will evaluate whether or not the land use 
designation for this site should be changed by examining the following:

• History of GLUP and Zoning designations for the study site and 
surrounding area;

• Existing GLUP and Zoning designations for the study site and surrounding 
area;

• Existing environmental and topographical features, land uses, densities, 
building heights for study site and surrounding area;

• Recommendations of County plans and policies, as applicable;
• Allowable uses, densities, building heights, etc. for requested GLUP 

designation and other GLUP designations to be studied; 
• 3-D computer modeling of the study site’s existing conditions, and various 

scenarios reflecting requested GLUP designation and other GLUP 
designations to be studied; and

• Preliminary transportation analysis for the study site and surrounding area.37



Proposed Analysis
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GLUP 
Designation 
Scenario

Typical 
Zoning
District

Density 
(maximum)

Building Height 
(maximum)

Basis for Study 

Office Res. Hotel
“Low-Medium” 
Residential and 
“Service 
Commercial”

RA8-18

C-2 1.5 
FAR 
(comm
ercial, 
office, 
retail)

36 u/ac 40’ (60’ by site 
plan)

45’

Current GLUP 
Categories (Current 
Zoning Districts are 
RA6-15 and C-2)

"Low" Office-
Apartment-Hotel

C-O-1.5 1.5 
FAR

72 u/ac 110 u/ac 8 stories (office)
10 stories 
(res./hotel)

Requested GLUP 
Category

“Medium” 
Residential

RA6-15 48 u/ac 70’ Current Zoning District 
of RA6-15 Corresponds 
with this GLUP 
Category



Housing Conservation District
• Staff is undertaking a parallel study focusing on creating tools for the 

County’s Housing Conservation Districts areas, such as the area located 
adjacent to the study area which includes the Washington-Lee Apartments. 

• Existing tools for multifamily development do not encourage the 
preservation of existing market-rate affordable housing nor encourage 
opportunities for new affordable and moderate-income units when 
redevelopment occurs.

• The new “Multi-family Reinvestment Policy/Zoning 
Tool” is a refined approach to implement Housing Conservation District 
policy goals, while also modernizing standards for other areas planned and 
zoned for multi-family housing not previously identified.

• While new zoning and development tools may potentially be available in the 
future for areas with RA zoning, this Special GLUP Study will focus on the 
applicant’s request and will analyze the GLUP and zoning options as 
currently defined.  

• Should an expanded array of options be available in the future, the 
applicant could potentially consider those alternatives.  39



Modeling Assumptions
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Modeling assumptions would include development within GLUP 
and/or zoning maximums,  the provision of the appropriate 
number of parking spaces, and development forms that are 
compatible with surrounding development:
• Building envelopes modeled – approximate heights
• Development consistent with GLUP and zoning 
• No topography modeled
• Transitions to neighborhood – Context- and scale-sensitive 

transitions 
• Parking, garage, and access as required by zoning
• Underground parking for site plans unless noted
• Average residential unit size = 950 SF
• Average hotel unit size = 725 SF
• Residential floor heights = 10’
• Hotel, office, comm. floor heights = 14', 12' above first



Proposed Process Outline
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Meeting Potential Topics
Engagement #2
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
October 27th

7-9pm

 Confirmation of process and scope
 Summary of survey responses 
 Site overview
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #3
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
December 8 tentative

 Presentation of scenario(s) 
 Presentation of multimodal transportation impact analysis 

report
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #4
(Online Engagement)
December

 Online public survey of modeling scenarios to inform 
subsequent virtual meetings

Engagement # 5
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
January

 Summary of survey responses
 Presentation of staff analysis
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #6
(Virtual LRPC meeting)
February/March

 Presentation of recommendations and draft Study 
Document

Planning Commission
County Board
March/April

 Request to Advertise potential GLUP amendment (s) and 
Study Document



Survey Results
- 94 Responses -
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Question 1 – Land Uses
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Question 2 - Uses
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Question 3
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Question 4 Part 1 - Transportation
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Question 4 Part 2 - Transportation
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Question 5 Summary– Existing Features
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Opportunities/Desires:
• Community pool
• Improved sidewalks, trails and crossings and separation from automobile 

lanes/circulation
• Tree preservation and replacement, biophilic features and less impervious 

surface
• Preserve stonework and sign
• Respect original architecture
• Condominium units – “too much rental property in Lyon Park already”
• Add housing considering housing shortage and site’s proximity to transit
• Add density and affordable housing
• Design compatible with the architecture and style of Lyon Park;  

differentiation from urban centers (i.e. Ballston and Rosslyn)



Question 5 Summary– Existing Features
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Opportunities/Desires:
• Protect neighborhood viewsheds
• Desire for good transitions to adjacent uses
• Provide sufficient parking to prevent spillover (1:1)
• Limit height 

Concerns
• Multifamily residential adjacent to highway (negative health)
• Added cars/traffic



Question 6 – Connection/Interest 
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Question 7 – Zip Code

Of the 89 who responded to this question, the greatest 
number of respondents were from:
• 22201
• 22203
• 22204.

57



Discussion
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Discussion Topics

• Reflections on survey results?
• Retail on Pershing Drive?
• Historic preservation?
• Access off Pershing Drive and/or 

Wayne Street?
• Confirmation of process and scope?

– Addition of Park & Recreation Commission 
Representative

– Modeling of “Low” Office-Apartment-Hotel and 
“Medium” Residential 59



Proposed Process Outline
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Meeting Potential Topics
Engagement #2
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
October 27th

7-9pm

 Confirmation of process and scope
 Summary of survey responses 
 Site overview
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #3
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
December 8 tentative

 Presentation of scenario(s) 
 Presentation of multimodal transportation impact analysis 

report
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #4
(Online Engagement)
December

 Online public survey of modeling scenarios to inform 
subsequent virtual meetings

Engagement # 5
(Virtual LRPC Meeting)
January

 Summary of survey responses
 Presentation of staff analysis
 LRPC discussion and direction

Engagement #6
(Virtual LRPC meeting)
February/March

 Presentation of recommendations and draft Study 
Document

Planning Commission
County Board
March/April

 Request to Advertise potential GLUP amendment (s) and 
Study Document



Conclusion

The End
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Clarendon: Penzance Easement

Bid Idea: Stepback
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Clarendon: Dan Kain Building

Big Idea: Stepback
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